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ECO-SUPPLIER AND ADVERTISING AGENCY “SETS”

MEMBERSHIP ENTAIL?

The major need of eco-suppliers is to attract
eco-individuals who show interest in their ecoproducts and who are ready to become their
customers. This need is well-understood by
Radio Live Green Smart (RLGS) and it has
developed a Unique Advertising Strategy for
eco-suppliers.

This strategy is called “Sets” and it gives ecosuppliers the opportunity to advertise their
eco-products to an ever-growing eco-audience.
“Sets” also provide eco-suppliers different
platforms to effectively communicate with
eco-individuals.
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Constituents of Sets
The unique advertising strategy “Sets” from RLGS contains the following products:
► RADIO SPOT ADVERTS
After thoroughly evaluating the needs and wants of
eco-individuals, RLGS found that most of them have
a hunger to discover new and effective eco-products
which benefit them as well as the environment. For
this, they rely on different sources of information
and informative radio channels such as Radio Live
Green Smart. When eco-suppliers produce radio
spot adverts and promote them on a radio channel,
their eco-products get the perfect exposure.
► WEBSITE BANNER ADVERT
A website banner advert is the smart way to inform
a target audience about your products and offers. As
most eco-individuals regularly surf the internet to
gain information about eco-products, eco-suppliers
have a golden opportunity to introduce their brand
and eco-products through website banner adverts
displayed in the different sections of RLGS’ website.
Today, the majority of the world’s population has
smartphones and almost all websites can be opened
on smartphones. So, there is an unlimited scope for
Website Banner Adverts.
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► RADIO DISCUSSIONS
Always note that the best way to entice ecoindividuals is to provide them with accurate
knowledge about your eco-products. Eco-suppliers
need to understand that Radio Discussions on Radio
Live Green Smart is the best method to enhance the
knowledge of eco-individuals and advertise their
eco-products at the same time. When eco-suppliers
demonstrate their products via discussions, a
special connection (trust) between listeners and the
brand develops. This means increased business and
higher profit margins for eco-suppliers.
► ECO-SUPPLIER PROMOTION
A major reason behind the promotion of RLGS is its
availability on all platforms that eco-individuals
visit the most. Whether it is a radio channel, the
internet, social media or the inbox of ecoindividuals, RLGS is present everywhere. Now, ecosuppliers also get a chance to advertise themselves
and their eco-products on these platforms. This is
known as Omni-Channel promotion and increases
the visibility of eco-products via strategic
placement on our radio station, our website, social
media sites, our newsletters, Green Events and
Green Events Calendar, blogs, and videos.
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So, what is a “Sets” Membership?
A “Sets” Membership is an advertising plan that
contains all the unique advertising strategies of
RLGS (Radio Live Green Smart). This plan can be
subscribed to on a monthly or yearly basis.
No matter how big or small an eco-supplier is, they
will get an equal opportunity to promote their ecoproducts to an ever-growing eco-audience. This is
because the elements of the different “Sets” are the
same for every eco-supplier, it is only the frequency
that is different.
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For example, you might be a Startup with only one
eco-product or you have just innovated one and
want to sell it to an eco-audience, then you can
subscribe to the Advertising One Set Membership
Plan of RLGS. You get the chance to uniquely
advertise your single eco-product to an evergrowing eco-audience.
Similarly, depending upon the size of the business
and budget of an eco-supplier, the following are the
different membership plans:

FOR SMALL BUSINESSES: Three “Sets” Advertising Membership Plan where up to three eco-products are
promoted to an ever-growing eco-audience.
FOR MEDIUM BUSINESSES: Six “Sets” Advertising Membership Plan where up to six eco-products are
promoted to an ever-growing eco-audience.
FOR SMALL CORPORATES: Twelve “Sets” Advertising Membership Plan where up to twelve eco-products
are promoted to an ever-growing eco-audience.
FOR LARGE CORPORATES: Fifty-Two “Sets” Advertising Membership Plan where up to fifty-two ecoproducts are promoted to an ever-growing eco-audience.
Note, that if you have one eco-product but want to increase
its frequency, you can skip the One Set Membership Plan
and opt for a higher version. This tweak works with every
membership plan.
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“Sets” for Advertising Agencies
There are many eco-suppliers who look to
advertising agencies for the promotion of their ecoproducts. The Advertising Agency Membership Plan
of RLGS helps advertising agencies post the
advertisements of their clients in front of an evergrowing eco-audience.
“Sets” for Advertising Agencies is a membership
plan designed specially to enhance the business of
advertising agencies. By paying a small
subscription fee to RLGS, those agencies can
modify the frequency of “Sets” to satisfy their
clients advertising needs.
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Discounts for Eco-Suppliers and Advertising Agencies
When eco-suppliers or advertising agencies sign up now for the Unique Advertising Membership of RLGS,
they get the following discounts:
When you opt

TO PAY MONTHLY,
you will get a discount

OF 30%

for
the

FIRST MONTH.

So, a win-win situation in

When you opt

TO PAY ANNUALLY,
you will get a discount

OF 35%

for
the

FIRST YEAR.

both cases. Other good news
is that the DISCOUNT OF 35%
is on top of the already
discounted annual fee.

